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CEN 01/2019 (NTPC) 

 
     NOTICE TO CANDIDATES FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENT VERIFICATION (ADV - 1) for Level-6 
 
1. List of candidates shortlisted for additional Documents Verification (ADV-1) for the post of Commercial 
Apprentice category No. 1 and Station Master Category No. 2 was notified vide Result dated: 02/12/2022 
on the website of RRB/Mumbai. DV for these shortlisted candidates will be held on 21/12/2022 & 
22/12/2022 (Reporting time 09.00 AM) at Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai. E-Mail / SMS to this effect 
will be sent on the registered mail ID / Mobile Number of the candidates advising them to download their E 
call letter and Travelling Pass (as applicable) with further details and instructions to attend for the 
document verification on the given date and time and venue mentioned in the call letter. 
 
 2. Failure to report for additional document verification tantamount to rejection of candidature. In case you 
are not able to attend for document verification on account of you appearing in a University / Govt. 
examinations or personal sickness, you are advise to :- (1) send intimation of your non reporting along with 
the reason to this office by Mail on scheduled date and time, and (2) report for the document verification on 
28/12/2022 at 09.00 AM (block date) along with documentary proof (as above) in support of your not 
having been able to attend the document verification on the schedule time, you should report with E-Call 
letter for DV already issued. No separate E-Call letter for the block date will be issued.  
 
3. The short-listed candidates for DV should produce all their relevant original documents as indicated in 
CEN 01/2019 during DV along with 2 sets of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call 
letter.  
 
4. Candidates may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for Medical Examination at the 
nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of the RRBs on the next day of DV. Accordingly, 
candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical examination.  
 
5. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Additional Document Verification does not entitle 
him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways. The candidature of all the candidates is provisional 
and is liable to be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any discrepancy, 
inconsistency or deficiency in the date furnished by them or any malpractice on their part at any stage of 
the recruitment process.  
 
6. This is the last chance being given to you. Failure to report on the given date and time will lead to 
rejection of your candidature and no further correspondence will be entertained in this regard. 
 
7. While every care has been taken in preparing the list, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent 
error or typographical/printing mistake. RRB regrets inability to entertain any correspondence in this 
regard.  
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